
CRG Company Combiner
Easily Combine Microsoft Dynamics 
GP Companies

CRG Company Combiner
Many organizations setup multiple companies within Microsoft Dynamics GP for various reasons. Over 
time, business requirements change and there is a need to consolidate the companies into a single 
company to make accounting activities more efficient. Prior to the introduction of Company Combiner, 
organizations had to re-implement Microsoft Dynamics GP, use expensive outsourced services or continue 
with all of the extra companies. With Company Combiner, there is a repeatable and affordable alternative.

Combine companies within 
Microsoft Dynamics GP
Company Combiner gives organizations the ability to change 
their Microsoft Dynamics GP setup. With Company Combiner, 
multiple companies with the same account format can be 
combined into a single company. During our process, an 
additional segment can be added to identify the originating 
company making reporting and analytics easier. After using 
CRG Company Combiner, organizations are able to easily 
manage all the companies that they setup in Microsoft 
Dynamics GP from a single company.

How CRG Company Combiner reduces the risk
Using Company Combiner will reduce the risks and time of manually joining companies together. The 
systematic method ensures a repeatable process for each company. The automation eliminates the chance 
of errors or transposition normally found when re-keying information.

Eliminate the need to log in and out of companies or use multiple GP user accounts. 
Consolidate all companies in Dynamics GP using CRG Company Combiner.
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Gain Efficiencies with CRG Company Combiner
Using a single company will make your accounting activities more efficient. There will no longer be a need 
to process transactions in multiple companies or perform consolidations for reporting purposes. A single 
company will help eliminate duplication of information and improve communications with your customers 
and vendors. CRG provides the software tool and services to ensure that when you use Company Combiner, 
you get the results that you expect, the first time. Company Combiner is also an effective precursor to 
deploying the Multi-Entity Management solution from Binary Stream.

Get started with CRG Company Combiner at crgroup.com/combiner 
and learn more about our other great addon solutions 

for Dynamics GP at crgroup.com/gp-addons. 

Contact a CRGroup representitive at 
1.800.576.6215 or sales@crgroup.com

Explore all CRGroup’s add-ons for Dynamics GP

 CRG AA Tools
Tools to simplify the management of 
GP Analytical Accounting
crgroup.com/aa-tools

CRG Re-Formatter
Re-format your Dynamics GP 
account framework
crgroup.com/re-formatter

CRG PA Cubes
Provides easy-to-use, pre-built 
analysis services cubes that deliver 
ready data on your Dynamics GP 
project. crgroup.com/pa-cubes

CRG emPerform
Award-winning employee performance 
management for GP.
crgroup.com/emperform

CRG Changer
Allows you to change, merge and 
combine your codes and data.
crgroup.com/changer

CRG Merger Series
Allows you to merge orders or invoices 
from the same customer in order to 
streamline your sales processs.
crgroup.com/merger:
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